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Why DVG?
The training purist and competitive breeder can look to DVG for many benefits not offered by any other organization in the US or Canada.
● Over 100 years experience in the training of all breeds of working dogs
● All judges are German Kennel Club (VDH) and FCI recognized. Currently there are 10 certified judges residing in LV America.
In addition, visiting judges from Germany may assist with local trials and championships.
● Trial decoys are certified, and on-going training and testing are required.
● It is the only organization whose members are qualified to compete in a German National Championship.
● All titles and scorebooks are recognized by the VDH, allowing a DVG member to compete in any local trial in Germany.
● An annual American Championship for levels 1, 2 and 3.
● Members and clubs throughout the United States and Canada
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LV DVG America is the official publication of Landesverband DVG America, Inc., a not-for-profit Colorado Corporation. Any claims made by the writers or advertisers in
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must be obtained in order to reproduce or reprint this magazine or any part thereof.
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A MESSAGE FROM YOUR LV PRESIDENT
Annetta Cheek
The Nationals are right around the corner and I hope
to see many of you there. I know the SE KG will do a
great job for us, and they need your support, so
please participate! It’s not too late. Best of luck to all
of you who are competing.
This issue of the magazine includes the new training
director handbook. The handbook is also on the
website (on the “forms & files” page). We’ve been
without a training director handbook for a couple
years, so we’re very glad to be able to provide this at
last. If you have any questions about it you can write
to me or to the OFG, Ted Hartman.
The training director handbook is one section of the
overall LV handbook. In future issues we’ll print the
member handbook (a draft is already online on the
“forms & files” page) and the club handbook. If you
have comments on the member handbook, please
send them to me now – before we print it! There will
also be a board handbook and a judges’ handbook.
I’ve had several inquiries lately about Sports Passes.
Germany has discontinued their printed Sports
Passes (but if you have one it’s still valid!). You can
now download a Sports Pass from the internet. Look
for it on the “forms & files” page under “Trial &
Judging forms.”
A couple months ago I sent a straw poll to all the
members for whom we have email addresses. I asked
whether the Board should consider moving away from
the current voting method, in which the club
presidents cast the votes for their members, to a
system in which all members vote directly. About 150

members voted. We were somewhat surprised by the
outcome – about 84% said we should change to
individual voting. So next year we will be sending out a
formal proposal to the clubs to change the bylaws
accordingly.
There are other bylaw changes in the works. We’ve
already gotten member approval for a change to the
disciplinary article, and as I write this it is still in
Germany awaiting their approval. I have also recently
sent to all member emails a poll on a number of
relatively minor bylaw changes which add up to a big
change – allowing us to do all voting electronically.
This is an important change in how we administer the
LV, and will allow us to bring our voting into this
century. Assuming you approve of this, we will start
using electronic surveys for most, if not all, voting in
the LV. This will speed the voting process, reduce the
workload on your volunteer officers, eliminate human
error from the vote count, and save money for the LV
and the members by eliminating paper and postage
costs.
We will continue to use email from time to time to
solicit your opinion about matters important to
members, so if you haven’t given us your email yet I
urge you to do so.

Annetta Cheek
President, LV DVG America
dvgamericaprez@fastmail.com

LV DVG America & Magazine Contacts
EDITOR: To submit articles, feature stories or for advertising information:
Shelly Timmerman - 11110 W Hwy. 318, Reddick, FL 32686
Phone 352-591-0129
Email: dvgamericaeditor@fastmail.com

http://www.facebook.com/
DvgAmericaMagazine

Interested in joining DVG? Please contact the KG (region) contact person nearest you to learn more.

Midwest KG

Southeast KG

Western KG

KG North

Richard Scott

Jessica Sharp

Jamie Lloyd

Annie Velletri

Treasurer/Membership

Secretary/Membership

Treasurer/Membership

Secretary/Membership

5521 Wilderness Trail

690 Iris Road

PO BOX 218

6208 Winnabago Road

Whites Creek, TN 37189

Casselberry, FL 32707

Veneta, OR 97487

Bethesda, MD 20186

615-528-4429

407-402-4605

541-344-3084

301-646-6961

Email:

Email:

Email:

Email:

topdawg@gr8dogs.com

willow21js@gmail.com

jamielloyd.hairtoday@me.com

velatvel@aol.com
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Trial & Event Calendar
DATE

CLUB/EVENT

CITY/STATE

CONTACT

PHONE

EMAIL

JUDGE

Sep 30Oct 2

MWKG IPO Seminar -hosted by
T-Town SchH Club

Tulsa, OK

Scott Bakkala

918-791-5911 scottbacc@hotmail.com

Phil Hoelcher & LVOfG Ted Hartman.

Oct 1-2

MWKG Championship -hosted by
Tulsa, OK
T-Town SchH Club

Scott Bakkala

918-791-5911 scottbacc@hotmail.com

Ted Hartman

Oct 1

Space Coast Working Dog Club

Gainesville, FL

Mike Rivers

352 362 2054

mike9kr@hotmail.com

Oct 1-2

Working Rottweiler Association
of Canada

New Lowell, ON

Joanne Fleming

705-428-2258

joannefleming13@sympati
co.ca

Oct 8

Meridian Working Dog Club

Mt. Auburn, IL

Sarah Hemberger

217 341-2081

shemberger@gmail.com

Melissa Hepler

Oct 8-9

Commonwealth WDC

Washington, DC

Michael Johnson

240 672-2024

mjohnson@washingtonian.com

James Akin-Otiko

Oct 9

Gateway Working Dog Club

St Peters, MO

Nancy Schick

314-791-5242 nancyrschick@gmail.com

Oct 15

Space Coast Working Dog Club

Cocoa, FL

Jessica Sharp

407-402-4605 willow21.js@gmail.com

Amanda Hoskinson

Oct 15

Tidewater SchH Club

Carrsville, VA

Rhonda Bowen

972-743-2386 nadera17@verizon.net

Hartmut Beckmann

Oct 22-23

KG North ChampionshipAlexandria Schutzhund Group

Leesburg, VA

Annie Velletri

301-646-6961 Velatvel@aol.com

Oct 22-23 Northern Illinois Schutzhund Club Grayslake, IL

Donna Gauvin

847-651-9790 dgauvin100@yahoo.com

Amanda Hoskinson
James Akin-Otiko

Jacki Purdham

Gottfried Dildei
Jacki Purdham

Oct 22

Allgemeiner Hundesport Klub
Trial

Battle Ground, WA

Michael Duncan

360-687-1459

allgemeinerhundesportklub
@gmail.com

Jennifer Reid

Oct 22

Hondensport Ohio Trial

Columbus, Ohio

Julie Smiley

614-562-2663 Julie_Smiley1@yahoo.com

Ann Dolan

Nov 4-6

DVG America Championship, Hosted by CFP&WDC and the Southeast KG

Nov 13

Quebec DVG

Groveland, FL

www.dvg-america.com/championship.html

Québec, Canada

Sylvie D'Auteuil

418-836-9233 kraftig@sympatico.ca

Nov 19-20 Tulsa Schutzhund Club

Tulsa, OK

Nick Reinhard

918-607-0320 okgsd@yahoo.com

Nov 26-27 Wild West Dog Sport

Delano, CA

Britt Coffman

661-412-3647 danika2@gmail.com

Nov 26

Royal City SchH Assoc

Palmyra, VA

Fiona Winkler

434-589-5748 fiona@schutzhundvillage.com

Dec 2-3

Nor Cal Working Dog Club

Santa Rosa, CA

Marie Miller

707 328-4513

mmilleranderson@hotmail.
com

Jennifer Reid

Dec 3-4

Cascade Schutzhund Club

Olympia, WA

Les Flores

360-259-9192 les@delasfloreskennel.com

Jacki Purdham

Dec 3-4

Coast Schutzhund Club

Fontana, CA

Ted Hartman

909-350-3501 ted@wck9.com

Dec 3-4

South Florida Schutzhund Club

Miami, FL

Robin Holley

954-557-5591 rholl123@aol.com

Umatilla, FL

Louise Ballenger

352-427-0151 gsdfan64@yahoo.com

Ted Hartman

909-350-3501 ted@wck9.com

Danny Craig

619-758-5185 templeofthetree@gmail.com

Dec 10-11 Highway Club Trial
Dec 17-18

Helper Seminar & Certification
Delhi, CA
hosted by Coast Schutzhund Club

Jan 7, 2017 San Diego Diensthund

San Diego, CA

http://www.facebook.com/DvgAmericaMagazine

Lisa Little
Ted Hartman
Amanda Hoskinson
TBD

James Akin-Otiko
Gottfried Dildei
Hartmut Beckmann
WKG & LV-OfG:
Ted Hartman
Ted Hartman

Have you “Liked” DVG America Magazine on Facebook yet? Over 1400 of your
friends and fellow DVG America members have and the numbers are still growing!
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The SEKG and the Central Florida Police & Working Dog Club welcome you
to the 2016 DVG America Championship.

Judges

We are working hard to make this a memorable event, and look forward to

Wolfgang
Pahl TRACKING

seeing you all here in November!

Contacts & Information
● Trial Chair: Hartmut Beckmann | dvgamericalro@fastmail.com
● Trial Secretary: Kathy Foster | 352-636-2921 | gsdfan64@yahoo.com
● Tracking coordinator: Amanda Hoskinson | 352-267-7775 | hainland@aol.com
● Raffle & Vendor coordinator: Melissa Hepler|941-234-6182 | jmhepler@comcast.net
● Hospitality coordinator: Chris Dauggard | 772-284-9013 |mysch3gsd@gmail.com
● Food coordinator: Rich Sargeant | 941-268-6746
● Field coordinator: Dan Beitelschies | 239-281-7778
● Catalog: Shelly Timmerman | 352-591-0129 | shelly@shellshots.com

Norbert
Bösche OBEDIENCE

● Volunteer coordinator: Chris Daugaard |772-284-9013| mysch3gsd@gmail.com
● Donations: (monetary and trophy) ( please note on the check what donation is for)
Please mail to:

Emie Franck
6071 SR 524
Cocoa, FL 32926

● Photo/Video: SHELLSHOTS Photography| 352-591-0129 | shelly@shellshots.com
www.DVG-America.com/championship.html
Get text alerts direct to your phone! Sign up https://www.remind.com/join/3dd8ff

TROPHY SPONSORS
High in Trial

Highway Schutzhund Club

High Tracking

Nancy Berezovske & Ann
Beattie
Jill Doherty-Von Der
Tetiaroa Kennel
South Florida Schutzhund
Club
Dr Ravi Iyer
Commonwealth WDC
Hell’s Kitchen WDC
Cornhusker Schuzhund
Club
Nor Cal Working Dog Club
Dunnellon Schutzhund
Club

High Obedience
High Proctection
IPO 3 First Place
IPO 3 Second
IPO 3 Third
IPO 2 First Place
IPO 2 Second
IPO 1 First Place

High NKG
High MWKG
High SEKG
High WKG

Ted
Hartman PROTECTION

Helpers
Guy Ventura IPO 1 & 2

Mark Torrence Front Half, IPO 3

Luis Rodriquez:
Back Half, IPO 3

North KG
Midwest KG
Southeast KG
West KG
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NOTICE
From Your LRO,
Hartmut Beckmann

I have accepted the application for apprenticeship by Joel Monroe into our DVG
Judges' Program. I am excited to have Joel join our program. Joel brings a lot of
experience with him, is an excellent trainer, handler, and helper as well. Many of you
have probably met him or at least know of him. Joel has been very supportive of our
organization and its members.
If you have any comments, questions or concerns, please contact me via
dvgamericalro@fastmail.com

OFFICIAL DVG RULE BOOK
(2014 English Translation)

To order:

POCKET EDITION

Email: DVGAmericaSec@fastmail.com
Phone: 772-284-9013

$20.00 each for 1-4
$18.00 each for 5-9
$15.00 each for 10 and more
Plus Shipping: US $6.45 Priority USPS.
Canada $14-21.00
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WT-Metall USA
North American distributor of WT-Metall products of Bamberg, Germany

Single and double axle options
German engineering and design
Well ventilated and insulated
Top storage and locking doors

Comfortable. Safe. Secure. Economical
Available from single to twenty dog models, our trailers can be pulled with just about any vehicle.

Experiencing pain at the pump? Consider a vehicle with better gas economy and put the
savings into a WT-Metall dog trailer. Let Roy help you pick the perfect trailer to keep
your canines comfortable, safe and secure.
Supplier of Ventlock * Kennel Gear * Autoboxes * Bende
and more

732-249-5145
732-266-7751

WT-METALL, USA
Roy Sorensen

roybear@aol.com
www.WT-METALL.com

We carry leashes, collars, tugs, balls, agitation lines, long lines and all types of dog training equipment.
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We’re Here!
We’re Back!

DVG Quebec ~ The Sirius Working Dog Association
By Tammy Murray with contribution from Sylvie D’Auteuil

Back in November 2014, I was excited to receive an email from Sylvie D’Auteuil (now DVG
Quebec Secretary) that they were interested to start a DVG club, and how might she get
things started. That it is now July 2016 and we’ve just shared our first training session
together, speaks to the determination of this small group to put together a club and BUILD a
training field out of an old orchard.
Their membership is spread throughout southern
Quebec, with some members traveling as many as 3
hours each way to get to the club training field.
They are continuing to welcome and encourage new
members to join them. While the bulk of member
dogs are Rottweilers, with a GSD and a Mal, the
club welcomes all breeds, and of course true to
DVG form, mixed breeds as well.
While their members may be new to DVG, they are
Marie-Josée Gallant captures the spirit of the day
certainly not new to the dog world. Sylvie and club
president, Janin Béland have been breeding and
competing with their Rottweilers since 1992. Vice president Marie-Josée Gallant has been
involved with Rottweilers since 1990. Treasurer Cathy Barette is training her GSD in French
Ring and also plans to put his BH on in the fall. Sylvie Auclair is the lady in charge of finding
sponsorship for the club. She also does French Ring with Benoît, she owns a Malinois and is
also involved in horse competitions. Training director/helper Benoît Maye brings more than
25 years experience to the club and has an
impressive resume which started in Switzerland. As
well as training dogs in many facets of law
enforcement, he also trains in French Ring, and
IPO.
This club is small (so far) but determined. Kind of
like another club I’m familiar with...
In June of 2013, after more than 10 years of active
training and trialing, our training director and
Addisyn and younger brother Myles find their own
entertainment while Mom works dogs
helper Ron Murray, was injured at his job. In spite
of the pain, he continued to put his tool belt on for
another few days and even did helper work at our club on the weekend. Finally the pain was
too great; he was forced to go to the hospital. In September he was rushed into surgery to
repair severe damage to the L4 & L5 region of his spine. With no experienced helper to take
the reins, it wasn’t long before our robust club dwindled down to nothing.
For the past three years, Ron and I have paid our
DVG membership dues solely to keep our club alive.
The first joint training weekend with DVG Quebec &
In the meantime we have played with our own dogs,
The Sirius Working Dog
always trying to recruit new members and
Association, Left to right,
Benoît Maye, Janin Béland,
especially a HELPER!! They are scarce as hen’s
Marie-Josée Gallant,
teeth.
Tammy Murray, Ron Murray, in
Last year Ron built 6 new blinds – as quickly as one
front is Cathy Barrette.
Rottie is Prada
with permanent back damage can build – for the
training field. This year he’s added new obstacles to
the course for fun and confidence building.
In March of this year, a young woman named Alyssa
Lanyi contacted Ron about training her new
Dobermann puppy. It was the middle of April before the snow was finally gone off the field
10

and Alyssa and Panzer had their first training session. She finally coaxed her husband Stephen Lanyi
to come out for a day, and they brought their Golden Retriever, Lexi too. As it turns out, Lexi is a
little firecracker and Alyssa is planning to trial her this fall (Panzer is too young yet).
Not long ago, our former member Amanda Dyke rearranged her crazy schedule to get back in to
training. She and her partner Danny Parker are working with two GSD’s and a Mal, and plan to BH
them this fall as well.
Tracey Shields, a private student of Ron’s, got the bug to join us after seeing the camaraderie of
our club in training.
So happily our club of 3 Giants has grown to 4 Giants (new puppy!), 2 GSD’s, 1 Mal, 2 Dobes, and a
Golden and we are always welcoming more members! We are training Sundays and Wednesday
mornings on our field in Jemseg to get ready for trial.
Where are we trialing?! At our new sister club, DVG Quebec!
This past week, Ron and I were able to make the 6 hour + 20 minute trek to Lévis, QC to check out
the field and meet the members. The weather eventually cooperated and we had a fantastic two
days training with Janin and MJ (Marie-Joseé) on Saturday. Sunday more members (and some nonmembers) came out and we got to test our dogs on their helper Benoît.
Everyone was very welcoming and in spite of our lack of French, communication was not a
problem. Some of their members have excellent English and were happy to translate any
confusion. The training area has great potential and we were quite comfortable camping with our
four dogs. Sadly, it was too short notice for Amanda and Danny, Alyssa and Tracey to make the trip
with us, but we hope to do another trip before the trial on November 13, and we are making plans
to host their members in September!
It’s great to have another club in Canada, and one that is easily attainable for a weekend of good
training and great fun! Welcome DVG Quebec! It’s not easy to keep a club alive, but we know how
determined you are! We wish you many years of success.

Ron Murray shares a

calming moment with
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Helper-in-training Stephe
n Lanyi, handler Tamm
Benoît Maye works prey with Marie-Josée and Alasdair
y Murray
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DVG Quebec ~ The Sirius Working Dog Association
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Amanda Dyke encourages her 6 y/o daughter Addisyn to handle Sniper
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Thanks to John Soares for this article
and Annetta Cheek for editing

Gripping vs. Biting
An Authoritative Comparison
Are you facing dog gripping or biting
problems? Taking into account every
unique difference, nuance, and
example of what has proven to be an
esoteric topic for handlers would
require a comprehensive
conversation or seminar dedicated to
the subject. For that reason, it makes
sense that we at least start to review
the cusp of these critical behavioral
differences to get a broader audience
thinking more insightfully about
gripping and biting in
their own observations.
It is often difficult for
people to see the
difference between
gripping and biting
behavior. In dog
training, being able to
identify these two
mental states has great
value in assessing what
work a dog is best suited
for. An important point
to keep in mind is that
all animals can bite, but
only the dog can grip.

Dog Gripping Defined

purpose of gripping is to serve man,
since gripping serves no survival
purpose for the dog. Great examples
of how a trainer manipulates gripping
behavior is found in hunting dogs,
scent detection dogs and herding
dogs performing tasks such as
detection work, search and rescue,
herding, retrieving downed fowl,
game hunting and protection sports.
While these tasks encompass
gripping behavior, none of these
activities serve a dog's
purpose for survival.
We, as trainers, are
simply utilizing a K9's
drive to perform tasks
for man willingly.
Without genetic
potential, these tasks
cannot be trained. You
cannot train a dog to
grip, since gripping is
instinctive. Ultimately
gripping, not biting
behavior, is of greatest
value.

“All
animals
bite, but
only the
dog can
grip”

Gripping has been made
possible by domestication. A
cardinal obligation of a breeder is to
preserve gripping behavior. The

is a very social, happy action for the
dog. In protection sports involving
German Shepherds (GSD), Belgian
Malinois, Doberman Pinschers, and
other popular types of protection
dogs, gripping is what facilitates
obedience and control. In gripping,
the underlying drive is prey.

Biting as a Survival-based Tool
Biting's purpose is survival! Biting
has no social tendencies, other than
serving as a survival-based behavior.
When this survival-based action is
effectuated, its purpose is to injure,
kill, protect resources, territory, etc.
Used as a last resort behavior, biting
is stressful for the dog. Keep in mind
that our domesticated dogs are
caught living in two different worlds:
one of man by way of domestication
and the other being its wild
counterpart, which is where dogs
evolved. Biting's underlying drive is
aggression/defense.

And so, one example of biting being a
happy, satisfying state would be
carnivores hunting prey in the wild.
When hunting, the behavior is
focused on eating rather than killing.
In this state of mind, you can provide In training patrol dogs, we look for
dogs that possess the dire need of
the dog with valuable information.
Gripping, contrary to popular opinion, gripping, but also display an intense

K9 Gripping is
Measurable and
Controllable
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Continued on page 18

It takes a club...
To train a dog
We are a full member club of the United Schutzhund Clubs of America (USCA), the
American Working Malinois Association (AWMA ) and DVG America

The MidAtlantic/Three Mountains Working Dog Club
is an all breed club located in central Pennsylvania. Although new to DVG, the club has been in existence for several decades. We
are also a full member club of the United Schutzhund clubs of America (UScA) and the American Working Malinois Association
(AWMA). We are excited to join DVG to provide our members with additional trial opportunities and to do our part in
contributing to an organization focused solely on the sport of IPO. In April, we had three DVG club members compete at the
American Working Dog Federation National Championship in Illinois. Our training director, Tim Karchnak, and his Belgian
14

The MidAtlantic/Three Mountains Working Dog Club
Malinois, Monty Extra Temperament (call name "Goose"), finished in 4th place overall, earning a spot on the U.S. team at the 26th
FCI-IPO World Championship to held in Slovenia in September. (Editor’s update: Tim finished 11th place overall!
Congratulations!) Rukmalie Jayakody and her Dutch Shepherd, Vrijheid's Nemesis, received the High Dutch Shepherd trophy
sponsored by the Working Dutch Shepherd Association of America and Frank Horner competed with his German Shepherd,

Phalko Aritar Bastet.

2016 © Brian Aghajani

Post-AWDF has been busy. Rukmalie and Nemesis trialed at Alexandria Schutzhund Group in May to qualify for the DVG
nationals. Alexandria put on a great trial and were extremely welcoming and hospitable to all competitors. Judge Melissa Helper
provided detailed critiques that provided competitors and spectators a better understanding of the rules and the sport. At our
UScA club trial in May, DVG member Gina Pasieka and her young Belgian Malinois, Nikki Bronson’s van der Mechlaar, put on a gre
at performance for their BH.
In September, we held our club’s very first DVG trial with Judge Amanda Hoskinson. Although the weather
threatened Judge Hoskinson’s flight out of Florida (Hurricane Hermine), trial day weather could not have been better -- very
cloudy and 65.
15

We congratulate all our handlers, especially Chris
Beecken with Baymax on their first BH and Susan
Miller with Leo for High in Trial.
Looking ahead, two club members are preparing for
the DVG Nationals in November (Frank
Horner and Rukmalie Jayakody).
We are very grateful to the host region for all their

Photo credit Lonni Berger, Bad Wolf Photography

hard work in putting the championship event together. We can’t wait to reconnect with old friends and very much look forward
to getting to know more DVG members. And last, but certainly not least, we are busy preparing the 'next generation' for their
IPO careers.

More information on our club is available at www.midatlanticwdc.com
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To all our DVG friends and family, thank you for allowing us to
provide you another great year of information and support for our
organization with this publication.
We appreciate each and every contributor, each and every
advertiser and everyone else who makes us look good putting
these issues together, quarter after quarter.
We wish you all a great season, luck with trialing and no matter
what holiday you may celebrate, wish you peace and joy in the
coming year.
See you in January!
DVG America magazine.
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Continued from page 13
willingness to fight and engage
in a biting state willingly!
Collectively, dogs which
willingly exhibit dire need,
intense willingness to engage
are in what is often referred to
as fight drive. This drive is
brought about through the
process of domestication. In the
wild, your survival would not be
great if you went around
engaging in fighting
enthusiastically, since these
actions usually occur over
scarce resources. So, while
working your dog, step back and
ask yourself "Is my dog gripping
or biting?" Carefully answer this
question and don't
automatically assume that they
are biting when they just may be
engaging in the most fun filled
activity of gripping to serve man.

pinpoint the differences in
gripping and biting.
If you have any questions as you
ponder these behaviors in
handling your dog, feel free to
contact JSK9 for programs and
seminars to address what every
serious dog handler should
know about gripping and biting.

I hope this high level
comparison helps you to
18

LV DVG America Magazine Advertising Rates & Policies
Article submissions:
Articles are preferred submitted as Word (doc) files. Please don’t embed your photos in the file. Send them separately with
identifying information about each shot including photographer. You may include captions for each image. All photographs must
be of good quality. LV DVG America reserves the right to refuse to use images that do not meet our publishing standards of
resolution or quality.
All submissions of articles and advertisement copy should be sent directly to:
Email: DVGAmericaEditor@fastmail.com
DVG America Magazine
11110 W HWY 318
REDDICK, FL 32686
352-591-0129

Ad sizes:
● Full page: 8.125 x 10.8125 (Full bleed - 1/8th inch on all sides.)
● Half page: 7”w x 4.75”h
● Quarter page: 3.3125”w x 4.625”h
Note: half and quarter page ads do not bleed and are subject to scaling.

File Requirements:
Ads: Please submit electronic files in Adobe PDF format; high resolution files are also accepted in jpg, tiff and eps formats.
Please embed all fonts. Please convert all graphics and images to CMYK and save at 300 dpi or higher. Large files should be
uploaded to a file sharing site, and and a download link emailed. All advertising is subject to the editor’s approval before
publication. LV DVG America cannot be held responsible for files that have been formatted incorrectly

Ad Rates:
Full Color Back Cover.………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………$400
Full Color Inside Front Cover………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….….$380
Full Color Inside Back Cover…………………………..…………………………………………………….………………………………………………………….$370
Full Color Inside Page.……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………..$350
Full Color Centerfold (2 pages)………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………..$550
Full Color Half page.………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………..$200
Full Color Quarter page (Portrait orientation only)………………………………………………………………………………………………………….$100
B&W Inside Page……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………..$95
B&W Half Page.……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….$70
B&W Quarter page (Portrait orientation only)…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………$50
● Business Card…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………..$25
(All rates are per issue)
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Submission Deadlines:
●

1st Quarter (Jan-Feb-Mar)…………………………….November 30��

●

2nd Quarter (Apr-May-Jun)…………………………….February 28��

●

3rd Quarter (Jul-Aug-Sep)………………………………May 30��

●

4th Quarter (Oct-Nov-Dec)…………………………….August 30th
Issues are mailed approximately the third week of the first month of each quarter.
LV DVG America cannot be held responsible for any errors caused by missing or incorrect files or information.
All ads must be prepaid. Payment in full must accompany all advertisements. Credit cards payment accepted through PayPal. Ads cannot
be canceled after the deadline. No refunds. A 10% discount is offered for yearly contracts, 20% for pre-payment. (Four insertions)
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The Trial Results for DVG America magazine come directly from the judge’s trial report forms. In the case of
handwritten reports, DVG America magazine makes every effort to accurately report the results, but is not
responsible for errors that may occur.
To reduce the time necessary for corrections and to ensure the most accurate results, it is highly
recommended everyone use the electronic forms available on the DVG America website.

Trial Results
Dog’s Name

Handler’s Name

Black Diamond Club

Breed

Prior
Title

Attempted Title

A

B

C

Total

Judge: Jennifer Reid

Title Awarded
Thursday May 05 2016

Lewi

Cris Willett

MIX

–

BH

Bestanden

BH

J

Ellen Scheffler

MAL

–

BH

Bestanden

BH

Kato vom Haus Booher

Thomas Barriano

ROT

–

BH

Bestanden

BH

Anja von der Gnadehund

Nathan Brown

GSD

–

BH

Bestanden

BH

Arny od Medardova Jezota

Heidi Bauer

GSD

–

BH

Bestanden

BH

Absolute Chaos von der
Felsengebirge

Marion Jakubsen

GSD

–

BH

Bestanden

BH

Chance von Jager

Morgan Wolf

GSD

–

BH

Bestanden

BH

Landria Stuka von Aldainar

Ken Stupak

GSD

BH

IPO 1

99

Falcon's Freyja

David Fredrick

MAL

BH

IPO 1

DQ

Gunfire

–

Blitz

Denise Kawecki

MIX

BH

IPO 1

DQ

Out of control

–

Berlin von Spartanville

Amber Prewit

GSD

BH

OB 1

Helena von Valkyzie

Morgan Wolf

GSD

BH

StP

84

94

277 SG

70

IPO 1

OB 1

98

98 V

StP 1

Front Range Hundesport Club

Judge: James Akin-Otiko

Mandolin Whisper From The Mirror

Joannah Davis

DOB

–

BH

Bestanden

BH

Luke III

Patrick Gildea

BOUV

–

BH

Bestanden

BH

Inna Namornik

Petr Spurny

GSD

–

BH

Nicht Bestanden

–

Havik zur Bindenburg

Dustin Darnell

GSD

BH

OB 1

Dogman's Ursela

Andrea Miller

MAL

BH

IPO 1

DQ

Xena vom Feberhaus

Kaushik Dutta

DOB

BH

IPO 1

97

80

70 vh

247 G

IPO 1

Chai Chai Button

Shanti Hazan

GSD

IPO 1

IPO 2

89

58

78

225 M

–

Thomas von Ehret

James Sulzbach

GSD

IPO 2

IPO 3

DQ

Irmo z Kurimskeho haje

Petr Spurny

GSD

IPO 3

OB 3

Irmo z Kurimskeho haje

Petr Spurny

GSD

IPO 3

PR 3
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91

OB 1

Out of control

–

–
78
95

78 G

OB 3

95 SG

PR 3
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Preface
In 1995 the VDH adopted a Training Directors' Certification Program. The DVG adopted a similar program for all
DVG member clubs. The program was to be fully implemented by all DVG member clubs by April 1, 1997, but LV
DVG AMERICA was granted an extended grace period to develop a program compatible with its vast geographical
boundaries. This "Manual for Training Directors," initially issued in 1997, was to have been implemented by all LV
DVG AMERICA clubs by January 1, 1998. This fulfilled LV DVG America’s obligation to institute a training program
to fulfill the requirements of DVG and VDH.
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Tom Ray, OfS 1994-97, author of the original version of the manual.
Volker Sulimma, DVG OfG, Germany
Gottfried Dildei, DVG judge
Tom Rose, former DVG judge
Phil Hoelscher, OfG, SEKG
Ron Marshall, OfG, KGN
Jani Turkia, OfG, MWKG
Megan Fairchild, Vice President, KGN
Pat Nolan, tactical canine trainer
DVG members Bill Cassell and Trisha Harper
The current members of the LV Board who commented on the document, and all the other individuals who
commented on pieces of this document.

References consulted include
Schutzhund Obedience: Training in Drive, by Sheila Booth with Gottfried Dildei
Dog Training with the Touch, Tom Rose and Annetta Cheek
And the following internet resources http://www.canismajor.com/dog/drives.html
http://leerburg.com/drives.htm
http://leerburg.com/drives2.htm
http://www.schutzhundvillage.com/drives.html
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Organization and Administration
DVG was founded in 1947. It grew out of

DVG is a member of VDH-- the Verband

herding trials. DVG is a member of FCI

several early police dog organizations

für das Deutsche Hundewesen (the

through its membership in VDH. No dog

dating back to the very early 1900s. DVG

German Kennel Club). VDH has over 170

organizations in the US or Canada is a

stands for Deutscher Verband der

member clubs, most of them breed clubs

full member of the FCI.

Gebrauchshundsportvereine—the

plus a handful of state dog

LV DVG America is an administrative

German Association of Working Dog

organizations and DVG. The VDH

body, with authority over its regions

Sports Clubs (http://www.dvg-

Working Dog Council (AZG -

(KGs or Kreisgruppen) and the clubs in

hundesport.de). LV DVG America is one

Arbeitsgemeinshaft der

those regions. KGs are also

of over a dozen Landesverbände

Rassehundezücht-vereine und

administrative bodies, with authority

(regions) of DVG – and the only one not

Gebrauchschundeverbande) writes,

over the clubs in their region. In cases

in Germany. You can find a list of the

adopts, and amends the trial rules not

where rules or policies of a region or a

current LVs on the DVG website.

just for IPO but for all types of trials and

club may conflict with the LV’s

As its name suggests, DVG is dedicated

competitions.

requirements, the LV controls.

to working dogs. It has never been a

In turn, VDH is a member of FCI-- The

LV DVG America is the largest LV in DVG,

breed organization, unlike United IPO

Fédération Cynologique Internationale,

from the viewpoint of geographic area.

Clubs of America, which is specifically a

or World Canine Organization. FCI is the

However, it is one of the smallest from

German Shepherd Dog breed club. It

largest canine organization in the world.

the viewpoint of membership. All the LVs

does not maintain a registry of dogs.

It includes 91 members and contract

in Germany participate in several

DVG has over 30,000 members, but only

partners (one member per country) that

different DVG sports.

about 2000 of them are participants in

each issue their own pedigrees and train

To find out more about the boundaries

IPO. The largest number of DVG members

their own judges. Every member country

of the KGs and the list of clubs in LV DVG

participate in agility. Other DVG sports

conducts international conformation

America, go to

include FCI obedience, flyball, rally

shows as well as working/hunting trials

http://dvg-america.com/contacts.html

obedience, search and rescue, water

and tests, agility and obedience

rescue, and Frisbee.

competitions, races, coursing and

DVG is dedicated to working dogs.
DVG stands for Deutscher Verband
der Gebrauchshundsportvereine—the
German Association of Working Dog
Sports Clubs
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The job of a Training Director

Being a training director is one of the most difficult and important jobs in
our sport. As a training director, you must be a leader, a motivator, and a
teacher. The overall success of a club rests on your shoulders. You will have
to adapt to many different situations, deal with people with different levels
of experience and expertise, and develop dogs with different capabilities.

Prerequisites
Training director candidates should have titled a dog in both a BH and at least an IPO 1, or a BH and an FH. If you are new to
DVG you have a grace period of 24 months to satisfy this requirement. Until you satisfy this requirement we consider you a
probationary training director. You must complete the test http://www.dvg-america.com/Training%20Director%20test7_15.pdf
with a score of 80% or higher. You should also be actively training a dog – you can’t help someone else train a dog if you can’t
train a dog. You should be familiar with the trial rules and you should keep up to date with changes to those rules.

1. Organizational Goal and Philosophy –
The overarching Goal of LV DVG America is to advance DVG sports, especially IPO, within North America. This means more than
just increasing membership; it means increasing the true strength of our organization. This can only be accomplished by
improving the knowledge of the members, the quality of our training and, ultimately, the success of our members during both
training and trials.
At the most basic level this responsibility falls on the training directors of our local clubs.
DVG’s organizational philosophy is to welcome all breeds of dogs, and all skill levels of handlers equally. It is therefore the
responsibility of the club training director to evaluate each dog and handler team, not to determine if they are “good enough”
for our sport, but to discover where they will fit into the myriad of training and trialing opportunities available to them. As
Training Director, you must evaluate:
a. The actual goal of the team; do they really understand the sport and wish to compete for titles?
b. The capability of each team member (dog and handler) to achieve their goal, and,
c. The ability of the team to appropriately and effectively fit within the structure of the club.
During this evaluation you must honestly answer the following question:
“Can I advance this team to attainable goals with safe and humane training techniques, and without undue physical and mental
stress on either the dog or handler?”
Recognizing that not all dogs have the drive, nerve, and physical ability to attain the highest titles is crucial. Not all novice
handlers initially bring with them the skill sets necessary to train a dog to those levels, or to even handle such an animal. This
does not mean, however, that these dogs and handlers can’t participate successfully in some DVG sport.
You should help all club members set realistic and attainable goals, and guide those members to success in their aspirations.
Each dog and handler, with the proper motivation and guidance, will in some way contribute to the overall success of the club,
and therefore help us attain our organizational goal.

2. You should ensure the members of each team achieve value or benefit from every training session. It is NOT your
responsibility to train the dogs; instead it is you task to create an environment which allows individual handlers to become
skilled at safely, effectively, and humanely training their own dogs.
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First Aid
If your training field is further than
IPO training presents many opportunities for injury or other health problems for both

20 or 30 minutes from the closest

dogs and handlers. Every club should have a first aid kit handy during training.

emergency vet, it might be very

For a list of items that you should include, see:
http://www.paw-rescue.org/PAW/PETTIPS/DogTip_FirstAid.php

worthwhile to send a few people to
an emergency first aid class.

Also, every training director should identify the nearest veterinary hospitals that are

Your vet might oblige you by doing

open 24 hours a day, on weekends, and on holidays. Keep a list of these facilities and

this, or you might find a class at a

their phone numbers handy at training, and make sure all members know about it.

local humane society. In serious

Injured or sick dogs can be very stressed and may try to bite anyone who attempts to

cases such as such as bloat, it might

handle or treat them. Your first priority should be the safety of the people dealing with
the animal; otherwise someone may get bitten badly. In many cases it’s best to muzzle

save a dog’s life.

the animal, for example for fractures and external bleeding. Don’t muzzle an animal
that is unconscious, has difficulty breathing, or has heatstroke.
This is not intended to be a comprehensive manual on first aid for dogs. There are many good citations on-line that are more
complete. The following list deals only with common health problems of dogs in IPO training. In most cases first aid should be
followed up with a visit to the vet.

Ripped toenail
Depending on the extent of the damage to a nail, you may be able to treat it yourself. Broken nails are quite painful, so muzzle or
otherwise restrain your dog. If the nail is just cracked or partly broken, cut it off just above the crack. Wash the remaining nail,
and apply an antiseptic spray. Trimming the nail may cause bleeding, so have a styptic pencil or powder handy to use after you
clean the damaged area. Bandage the paw to keep it clean. If the nail has broken down to the quick, it’s best to take the dog to a
vet.

Strains and sprains
Strains injure tendons that link muscles and bones. This can happen if your dog stretches too far, too much, or too often. Athletic
dogs often get strains. Sprains harm the ligaments that connect bones, which causes joint damage. Jumping the hurdle or coming
down hard off the A-frame can easily result in a sprain. The wrist and knee are common joints for dogs to sprain. One of the most
serious injuries is a torn cranial cruciate ligament (CCL), which connects the bones of the knee.
Assuming the injury is not too severe, you can treat it with rest, and by applying heat or cold. An acute injury is one that flares up
quickly, within 24 to 48 hours of the incident that caused it. Acute injuries usually result from a sprain, fall, collision, or other
impact, and they can produce sharp sudden pain, tenderness, redness, swelling, skin that feels hot to the touch, and inflammation.
Apply cold for acute injuries because it reduces swelling and pain. Because cold restricts circulation and ice left in place for too
long can cause complications, wrap any uncovered ice pack in a towel before applying it, remove the ice pack after 10 or 15
minutes, and wait at least two hours before reapplying. Never apply cold treatments just before exercise, workouts, training
sessions, or competition. Do not use heat for acute injuries or immediately after exercise.
Chronic injuries are slow to develop, get better and worse, and cause dull pain or soreness. The usual causes of chronic injuries
are overuse, arthritis, and acute injuries that were never properly treated. Apply heat to stimulate circulation and help release
tight muscles.
If you suspect some severe problem such as a torn ligament, seek veterinary care or your dog’s working career may be over.
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Dehydration
Dehydration in dogs can be very serious, even fatal. The most common symptom of dehydration is the loss of elasticity in the skin.
When pulled lightly, the skin will not readily come back to its original place. In more severe cases the gums lose moistness and
become dry and sticky, and the saliva becomes thick.
If the dog is not throwing up, mild cases can be treated by giving electrolyte-enhanced waters, so it’s good to keep a couple bottles at
your training location. Electrolyte enhanced water is water that has electrically charged minerals, or electrolytes, added to it. It’s
readily available at most grocery stores. Call your vet to discuss the situation. More severe cases require a quick trip to the vet.
If your dog’s breathing is labored, do not immediately give water, that could result in bloat or torsion. Try to calm the breathing
before giving water, and then give ¼ cup, wait 20 minutes, give another ¼ cup. This can be very serious, call the vet to discuss it.

Bloat and torsion
There are no first-aid remedies for bloat. Get the dog to a vet as quickly as possible. Bloat is one of the leading causes of death in
dogs.
Bloat is a common condition that can be dangerous, even deadly. Dogs who have it need treatment right away—even with prompt
treatment many dogs with the condition die. Bloat happens when a dog’s stomach fills with gas, food, or fluid, making it expand.
The stomach puts pressure on other organs. It can cause dangerous problems, including:
● No blood flow to the heart and stomach lining
● A tear in the wall of the stomach
● Difficulty breathing
In some cases the dog’s stomach will rotate or twist, a condition that vets call gastric dilatation volvulus. It traps blood in the
stomach and blocks it from returning to the heart and other areas of the body.

Heatstroke
Heatstroke is a dangerous and potentially fatal condition. If you cannot immediately get your dog to a veterinarian, move it to a
shaded area and out of direct sunlight.
Place a cool or cold, wet towel around its neck and head (do not cover your dog's eyes, nose or mouth).
Remove the towel, wring it out, and re-wet it and re-wrap it every few minutes as you cool the animal.
Even better, use a hose to keep water running over the animal's body (especially the abdomen and between the hind legs), and use
your hands to massage its legs and sweep the water away as it absorbs the body heat.
Transport the dog to a veterinarian as soon as possible.

Obstructed airway
One of the most common and dangerous health problems in sport and working dogs is obstructions in the airway, frequently from a
toy and especially from a tennis ball. Because tennis balls can compress a bit they can easily become lodged so deep inside of the
dog's mouth that you can't get them out - sometimes you can't even see them. In these cases, you must take immediate action to
restore the dog's ability to breath.
If the dog is still standing, place your arms around the dog's stomach and clasp your hands together to make a large "fist" directly
behind his ribcage. Thrust your fist firmly and sharply upward and forward and squeeze the ribcage with your arms to compress the
lungs and expel the obstruction. Keep the dog's head pointed down and be ready remove the obstruction immediately when it's
dislodged.
If the dog is unconscious lay him on his side, and place one of your hands on his back directly above the rear of the rib cage to
provide support to push against. Use your other hand to make a fist, and place it on the dog's stomach directly behind the rib cage.
Thrust this fist firmly and sharply upwards and forward into the stomach. Watch for the obstruction to become dislodged and
remove it immediately. Be prepared to maintain the airway and initiate rescue breathing for the animal if necessary.
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Aside from toys, another common natural airway obstruction for an unconscious dog is the tongue. Open the airway by aligning the
tongue between the teeth within the mouth and gently pulling it forward to keep it from "bunching up" at the base. Then move the
dogs' nose slightly forward and upward into the "sniffing" position. Sweep the dogs mouth to remove any debris, vomit, or other
foreign bodies if safe to do so.
In any case of airway obstruction, be aware of the dog's temperature. Because he won't be able to pant to cool off, you may have to
treat him for hyperthermia as soon as you restore the airway.
Following any episode of airway obstruction the dog should be taken to a vet for a comprehensive evaluation and to identify any
needed follow-up treatment.

Bleeding (external)
Muzzle your dog.
Press a clean, thick gauze pad over the wound, and keep pressure over the wound with your hand until
the blood starts clotting. This will often take several minutes for the clot to be strong enough to stop the
bleeding. Instead of checking it every few seconds to see if it has clotted, hold pressure on it for a
minimum of 3 minutes and then check it.
If bleeding is severe and on the legs, apply a tourniquet (using an elastic band or gauze) between the
wound and the body, and apply a bandage and pressure over the wound. Loosen the tourniquet for 20 seconds every 15-20 minutes.
Severe bleeding can quickly be life-threatening—get your animal to a veterinarian immediately if this occurs.

Fractures
Muzzle your dog.
Gently lay your dog on a flat surface for support.
While transporting your injured dog to a veterinarian, use a stretcher (you can use a board or other firm surface as a stretcher, or
use a throw rug or blanket as a sling). If possible, secure the dog to the stretcher (make sure you don't put pressure on the injured
area or the animal's chest) for transport—this may be as simple as wrapping a blanket around them.
You can attempt to set the fracture with a homemade splint, but remember that a badly-placed splint may cause more harm than
good. If in doubt, it is always best to leave the bandaging and splinting to a veterinarian.

Impalement
The most common cause of impalement injuries in sport dogs is a sharp stick or other similar object which the dog encounters
while running or leaping through tall grass or bushes. Leave the impaled object in place, cutting it off several inches away from the
body to free the animal if necessary. Removing an impaled object in the field may cause
sudden and life threatening bleeding or, in the case of an object inserted into the patient's
chest, a lung collapse.
Since you probably won't know how deep the object goes, carefully stabilize it so it doesn't
cause more damage during transport to emergency care. Try to keep the animal calm and
comfortable and take him to a vet at once. A light blanket over his head may help keep him
calm.
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Poisoning
If you know your dog has consumed something that may be harmful, or if the animal is having seizures, losing consciousness, is
unconscious or is having difficulty breathing, telephone your veterinarian, emergency veterinary clinic or the Animal Poison Control
Center hotline (888.426.4435 – available 365 days/year, 24 hours/day) immediately. There is a fee for the consultation.

If possible, have the following information available:
Breed, age, sex, weight
Symptoms
Name/description of the substance that is in question; the amount the animal was
exposed to; and the length of time of the exposure (how long it's been since your dog
ate it or was exposed to it).
Have the product container/packaging available for reference.

Improvising a muzzle
In an emergency, you can use the dog's leash to make a muzzle. With the swivel snap still attached to the dog's collar (must be a
collar - not a harness) and while holding the collar in one hand, rapidly wrap the leash around the dog's muzzle two or three times.
Then pass the leash through the hand holding the collar and around the dogs' neck once or twice, grasping each wrap with the hand
holding the collar. Tightly hold the leash while using the free hand (which had previously been used to wrap the leash around the
muzzle and neck) to stabilize the dog's head. You have to hold this in place until you can replace it with a commercial muzzle or a
more stable improvised muzzle.
You can make a slightly more stable temporary muzzle from a 5'-6' strip of vetwrap bandage, gauze strip, necktie, leg from a panty hose, etc. In the middle of
the material make a loop with a large overhand knot. Place the loop over the
dog's muzzle with knot on the top of the nose and pull tight. Pass each end of
material down and under the dog's chin and knot again, then bring the ends up
over the top of the neck. Pull the material tight enough to keep the dog's head
down and secure it in place with a suitable knot. This method is slightly more
secure than an emergency leash wrap, you need to watch it to make sure it stays on, especially if the animal is agitated or exhibiting
rapid or aggressive movements.

Transporting a sick or injured animal
When moving or transporting an injured animal, minimize motion of its head, neck, and spine.
Unless you know of a specific reason to place the animal in some other position, it’s generally
best to have the animal on its side, with the head slightly elevated. A flat, firm surface of wood,
cardboard, or thick fabric can be used to provide support. Avoid any jerking or thrashing
motions, and prevent anything from pushing on the neck or jugular veins.
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Health and Safety
Training directors should require all handlers to certify that their dogs are inoculated against certain canine
infections, including rabies, parvo, and DHLP. In addition, owners should be asked to certify that their dogs
are worm free, including heart-worm free. Training directors should ensure the following guidelines are
followed during organized group training sessions and DVG sanctioned events:

1. Alcohol and illegal drugs may not be used during any organized training session. Any person under the influence of alcohol or
illegal drugs may not be allowed to participate in training activities.
2. When guests and non-members visit an organized club training session, the training director should explain, or appoint a
seasoned club member to explain, the sport of IPO, the club's guidelines for conduct at training sessions and these safety rules.
3. Never leave children alone with dogs, particularly infants and toddlers. Children may believe they are playing with a dog when
they are actually provoking it. Even dogs that belong to a child’s family may be so excited at training that they inadvertently hurt
the child.
4. The training director should examine the equipment before each training session to insure it is in good shape and suited for the
safety of all participants.
5. All dogs at training sessions should remain on-leash when socializing off the training field. Only two dogs at a time should be
allowed off-leash- the dog that is practicing the off-leash obedience phase, excluding the “send-out” exercise, and another dog
is on a long down. However, at the discretion of the training director and under precautionary measures, other dogs may be offleash only for specific instructional and training purposes.
6. Dogs living in separate households should never be allowed to roam freely with each other at a training session. To introduce
two dogs, both handlers should walk with them together on leash and under close control. Don’t make a fuss about being with
another dog. Walk until the dogs seem relaxed about the situation. If either dog starts acting aggressively both handlers should
back straight away from each other on leash to prevent a full scale dog fight.
7. It can be very dangerous to intervene in a dog fight. Generally it is best to stand back and let the fight run its course. If for some
reason that is not possible, under no circumstance should any person attempt to physically break up the two dogs.
8. During the protection practice at a training session, only one dog at a time should be allowed on the training field. All other
dogs should be secured in pet carriers or another secured enclosure. If new or young dogs need to watch an experienced dog
or if they are to be worked in a protection training group, they
should be double collared and held firmly on leash at a safe
distance from one another as determined by the training director.
No matter how careful you are, inevitably there will be some
unfortunate instance at training.
The LV strongly recommends that each club purchase liability
insurance. Contact DVGinfo62@gmail.com for information about
available carriers.
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Equipment
Having the right equipment is very

Collars

helpful in getting the most out of your

Handlers need several kinds of collars. Training directors should instruct handlers in

training experience. It is always best to

the proper fit and positioning of each collar type. Emphasize proper placement, high

purchase quality equipment even

on the dog’s neck.

though it may cost a bit more in the

Flat collars distribute the force of any leash tension across the widest possible
surface area of the dog’s neck, resulting in a minimum of corrective force being
transmitted to the dog. These collars should be constructed of sturdy nylon or
leather, with strong metal buckles. Plastic “snap” type buckles are inappropriate for

beginning. If you take good care of it,
most of the equipment needed will last
a long time. The equipment needed

any type of training collar. Flat collars are the best choice when you expect the dog to

for IPO training can be extensive. This

pull hard for an extended period.

list is designed to assist training

Flat collars should be worn snug enough to prevent the dog from backing out of the

directors in suggesting equipment

collar, but loose enough to allow totally unrestricted breathing. Generally, if the
handler can place two-three fingers under the collar when it is at the highest point on
the dog’s neck, it is considered appropriately tensioned. Properly sized flat collars

needs to club members. Each club
training director may wish to add to

will have approximately 1.5 – 3.0 inches of material which passes through the buckle.

but surely not delete any of these

Fur saver collars are a very broad (large) link slip-chain collar. Supposedly, the

items. This is a list of basic starter

large links minimize damage to the animal’s neck fur that can be caused by trapping

equipment.

and sawing the hairs within the links of the collar. They are worn in the same manner
as a traditional choke chain, with the live end passing over the top of the dog’s neck and pointed directly at the handler.
Properly sized fur saver collars are the smallest length which will fit over the dog’s head. Once placed over the dog’s head, there should
be 2 or 3 inches left when you pull the collar snug but not tight. If there’s more, catch a few links in the clip to shorten it so it stays high
on the dog’s neck. The links of the collar focus all leash tension in a small horizontal area across the dog’s neck. Do not allow a dog to
pull hard for an extended period on a fur saver. Do not allow a fur saver to be used to give exceptionally forceful corrections. Both can
collapse and potentially damage the dog’s airway.

Traditional choke chain collars are a small link slip-chain collar which rapidly constricts around the animals neck when the handler
pulls on the leash, and releases as soon as leash tension is relaxed. It derives its name from the fact the collar tightens around the dog’s
neck in a choking fashion. They are worn with the live end passing over the top of the dog’s neck and pointed directly at the handler.
Properly sized choke chain collars are the smallest length which will fit over the dog’s head.

CAUTION NOTE: Use caution with
any collar which can catch or snag
on kennels or other obstacles,
potentially trapping and choking
the animal.
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Leashes
Every handler must provide suitable leashes of the appropriate size, weight and strength relative to the age and power of their dog.
These leashes, like all training equipment, must be well maintained and in good repair. Leather is the best material for leashes,
because most types of nylon and rope can cause friction burns when they pass rapidly through a handlers hands.
We suggest every handler have a 3-4 foot lead, a 6 foot lead, a short tab, a 10-15 foot long line, and a 33 foot tracking line.
Training directors should inspect leashes periodically to ensure they are in good repair. Poorly maintained leashes may snap during
training, with resulting bad consequences for all. Training directors may also need to instruct handlers in how to use the various
leashes, especially the appropriate way of holding them to provide a firm anchor when needed, and to avoid getting tangled in them.

Harness
For many, but not all, dogs, a harness may be preferable to a collar during early phases of protection work. Make sure this is a
protection harness that attaches around the belly, over the shoulders, and between the front legs. Not a weight pull, carting, or
utility (single chest strap) harness.

Crate
A crate is essential to contain dogs especially while other dogs are doing protection. Keeping dogs loose in a car with the windows
partly open is an invitation to disaster. Training directors should make sure all animals are confined safely.
Crates should:
● Protect the animal from environmental hazards such as direct sunlight and heat in the summer, wind, rain and snow in the
winter, and undesired access by snakes, insects, other animals, etc.
● Securely contain the animal during the protection training of other teams.
● Protect the animal from self-injury through inadvertent or aggressive contact with sharp objects, tooth entanglement with
metal objects and enclosure components, and ingestion of material secondary to chewing.

Water and water bowl
Many novice handlers don’t realize how important it is to provide water for their dog. Always have water readily available to provide
for your dog when appropriate at training. As a note it is not always advisable to provide your dog water during training. When your
dog’s breathing is excessive or labored, providing water could lead to bloat or torsion. Wait for the dog’s breathing to calm down
before giving water, and then give just ¼ cup every half hour.
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Training your club's dogs
Our sport has changed a lot in the
As training directors you should keep an open mind that each dog is an individual

last 15-20 years, and we can expect

and may be more apt to respond to some training methods than to others. And

it to keep changing. Even if you are

handlers are not always capable of applying every training method equally. So

currently having success with your

training used must fit both the dog and the handler.

club dogs, you should be learning all

One of the most significant changes in the sport has been the realization that we can

you can about training so you are in

be successful using largely positive training methods. This has been accompanied
by a change in the rules to REQUIRE that our dogs work with a happy attitude. The FCI
rules, on which the DVG rules are based, require that during all obedience exercises

a better position to adapt to other
dogs, and to changes in the sport.

"a happy work ethic and the required concentration must be displayed towards the

Those of us who decline to expand

handler. Attention must be paid (by the judge) to the happy work ethic in conjunction

our understanding of dogs and

with the correct execution of the work and will be evaluated as such." When this rule

training methods may find in the

first came out, judges simply commented in critiques that dogs did not look happy.
But increasingly we are seeing judges lowering scores as much as a full level when
they see a dog showing stress. You do not want your club members to spend 18
months or more training their dog, only to lose a good score because their dog does

future that our current skills are not
enough to guarantee continued
success in the sport.

not look happy. You should aspire to learn how to train your club dogs to the highest
level of achievement while maintaining a happy and overall positive training environment. There is no doubt that this is harder
than the old methods of jerking your dog around and enforcing compliance, but those old methods, which once might have
guaranteed good scores, now guarantee unhappy dogs that will not pull down the top scores in trials.

Basic concepts of IPO training
Three key topics that you should know about are
● drives in the dog,
● how your dog learns to associate the correct behavior with a reward
● how to communicate effectively with the dog.

Drives in the dog
By drives we mean what motivates a dog's behavior. The concept of drive is an overly-simple way of looking at the causes of a
dog's behavior, but nevertheless it is useful in IPO training. With few exceptions, all dogs have the same drives, but they have them
to different degrees and in different proportions. It's important for you to understand something about drives because you use the
dog's drives in training, and you train differently depending on the individual dog's mix of drives.
The literature on training talks about many different drives, but the ones we are most concerned about are these:

Pack drive involves a dog's affinity for humans or other dogs. A dog with a high pack drive cannot get enough of people; does
not like to be left alone, wants constant interaction with others. At the other end of the spectrum is the independent dog, who could
care less whether you were around or not. Ideally you want a dog to have a moderate amount of pack drive. It's hard to train a dog
with very low pack drive because he doesn't care about interacting with you. On the other hand a dog with very high pack drive
may be too dependent on your presence to be an effective IPO dog.
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Aggression is related to pack drive, because it is the result of competition over things (territory, food, mates, and so on within the
dog's pack.) The goal of the drive is to cause avoidance or submission in the rival, which can include the helper in protection
training.

Prey drive includes a variety of behaviors such as chasing a toy and chasing a helper. You can see prey drive in a puppy at a very
early age. This drive is essential to a successful protection dog-dogs with low prey drive are unlikely to be successful in protection.
It's also an important drive in both obedience and in tracking. Prey drive is present to some degree in all dogs, and it tends to
diminish as the dog gets tired. There are many aspects to prey drive, including toy drive and possessiveness.

Play drive may or may not be distinct from prey drive. Regardless, it is critical to training IPO dogs in obedience. The best way to
achieve a dog who is happy in his work is to train with methods that are fun for you and your dog. Through play, you can develop
and channel your dog's prey and pack drives so he expects that every time you take him out to "work" he is going to have fun and so
are you. You have to put a lot of energy into playing with your dog; you have to be excited and exciting. Your obedience sessions
should always look like a game to the dog. Having fun, along with excellent timing in delivering rewards so your dog understands
what you want from him and what brings on the fun, will produce a dog who is always up for obedience and performs happily and
with great energy.

Defense and avoidance may be different aspects of the same drive; a dog's perception of a threat and his willingness to protect
himself from the threat. The dog who perceives some aspects of protection training as threatening must be willing to defend himself.
In fact, we teach the dog to meet a threatening situation not by running away but by reacting strongly to drive the threat away. If the
dog reacts to the training situation with avoidance, he is unlikely to be successful in our sport. Unlike prey drive, defense does not
diminish as the dog gets tired. No matter how tired he is, he will still react to a situation he perceives as threatening. Dogs as young
as 4 or 5 months can begin to show this drive by barking at strange circumstances, but it rarely develops to its full extent until the
dog is 18 to 24 months old and with some dogs not until they are 3 years old.
In protection training, we take a dog who is willing to defend himself (he has defense drive) and teach him that the best defense is a
good offense-if he shows strength in response to the threat he will be successful. We gradually increase the threat level, always
being careful to let the dog win so we do not push him all the way into avoidance. If you don't stop the threat in time, and the dog
goes into avoidance, you will spend months building the dog up again.
However, our ultimate goal is to move the dog beyond a defense-based response to a threatening situation to a state in which he
wants to take the fight to the helper simply because he enjoys doing that.

Although a strong fight

drive is your ultimate goal in training a protection dog in IPO, the literature is very inconsistent in its

discussion of this drive. Some people consider it a type of defense; others say it's the interaction of defense and prey. Most
acknowledge that dogs with high prey drive are more likely to develop a strong fight drive than are dogs high in defense. In fact, you
will occasionally meet a dog with very high prey drive, high fighting drive, and little or no defense.
Regardless of where it comes from, a strong fight drive is the desired end state of your protection training-a dog who engages the
helper because it's fun, who (like human athletes engaged in contact sports) ignores obstacles such as stress and pain and focuses
solely on the fight. The TSB rating that you get following your protection routine in a trial is an evaluation of your dog's fight drive.
Why is it important to understand drives? The drives of a specific dog, at a specific time in his training, affect what methods you
should use with him.
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Example: A dog is not focusing on the helper in the blind. He is looking around, especially when his handler approaches. How do
you stop this? The answer depends on whether the dog is working primarily in defense or in prey. You need to apply some stimulus
that the dog does not like to correct the inattention. A dog in defense, because he has some concern about the situation, wants the
helper to stay away, to be passive. So try attacking the dog when he looks away. If he really is in defense, he will keep a closer eye
on the helper, because he doesn't want to be attacked again. The prey dog, on the other hand, likes to engage the helper. If you
attack him when he looks away, he is more likely to look away again, to get you to engage with him. So instead, you pull him back
and the helper runs away and hides in another blind for a few seconds. The prey dog does not want the helper to leave, he wants
him to stay and engage, so he is more likely to keep a closer eye on the helper the next time.

Working on drives
There are many different ways of working on individual drives, and the method must suit the dog. All dogs do not react the same
way to the same training methods. However, as a generalization, there are traditional ways of working on defense and prey drives
in protection.
In most dogs, the helper can bring up the prey drive by running past the dog, as in a run-by bite. Keeping your face turned slightly
away is also a prey movement. Working in prey requires fast movement - remember, you are imitating the movement of a dog's
prey.
In contrast, working directly into the dog is more likely to bring up defense, as is making and maintaining eye contact as you
approach the dog. Slow, deliberate movements are more suitable for working in defense - you act as if you are stalking the dog.

How a dog learns
You can teach dogs to have both involuntary and voluntary responses. Most of our training involves voluntary responses on the
part of the dog, but there are some important involuntary responses.

Involuntary responses include drooling, panting, rapid heartbeat, pitch of bark, and so on. For example, you elicit salivation
- an involuntary response - by repeatedly associating the tracking line with food on the track. Eventually, the dog will start to
salivate when you put on the tracking line. This involuntary response is important in instilling in a dog the desire to track.
Research shows that for most mammals it takes about 23 days to develop a conditioned involuntary response- training does not
happen overnight!
The most important application of involuntary responses in IPO training is to build a general pleasure response to the training
situation. There likely will be occasions in training specific behaviors that the dog will not be happy. Instilling an involuntary
pleasure response to the overall training environment will ensure that the dog maintains the positive, happy attitude required by
today's IPO rules.

Voluntary responses make up the bulk of what we work with in training. The dog learns the behavior because we teach him
that the correct response results in some reward that he wants. It takes hundreds of repetitions for the dog to learn associations
between his behavior and the reward. And handlers may slow down the process by being inconsistent in what specific behavior
they reward.
Because in working with the dog's voluntary responses we want the dog to be trying to figure out what exactly results in the
reward, we need to create a training environment in which the dog is not afraid of trying a behavior to see if it's the correct one.
That doesn't mean we don't tell him when he's wrong. But we need to do this by showing him that the incorrect response will not
lead to a reward - not by dropping a brick on his head.
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Communicating with the dog
Human-dog communication is complex. We'll consider 3 aspects.

Contrary to common usage,

a) Types of reinforcement. Training consists largely of reinforcing desired behaviors

when we talk about negative

and discouraging undesired ones. We're all familiar with giving the dog a reward for
correct behavior - he gets the toy or the food or the sleeve, and correcting him for
incorrect behavior-we pop the leash, we nick him with an electric collar. The first is

reinforcement and negative
punishment we are talking about

called positive reinforcement and the second is called positive punishment (positive

taking something out of the

meaning we've added something to his environment). But there are two other types you

dog's environment. Positive

should recognize, because we do use them in training.

reinforcement and punishment

Negative reinforcement means removing something that the dog did not like to get him

means we've added something

to repeat a desired behavior. Negative punishment means we've removed something
from the dog's environment that he liked, to get him to stop a behavior. The example

to the dog's environment.

above of removing a helper from the blind to punish a prey dog who is distracted is an
example of negative punishment, as is taking away his toy when he is too distracted by it to work.
b) Reinforcement schedules. Research into animal behavior shows that reinforcement
schedules are critical to training. In some cases, training a particular exercise might

How often you reward and how

call for starting out with one schedule and switching to another later in the training

you schedule the rewards plays a

process.
Continuous Reinforcement. In continuous reinforcement, you reinforce the desired
behavior every single time it occurs. This schedule is best used early in the process of

major role in your dog's learning.
Some schedules are more

training a behavior; it creates a strong association between the behavior and your

suitable to the initial teaching

response (the reinforcement). But it is very easy to extinguish the association based on

phase of an exercise, others are

continuous reinforcement - if you omit the reinforcement just a few times, the

more suitable to polishing the

association disappears. So once your dog clearly associates the behavior and the

behavior.

reinforcement, you usually switch to a partial reinforcement schedule, which is harder
to extinguish.
Partial Reinforcement. In partial reinforcement, you reinforce the dog's response only part of the time. Learned behaviors are
acquired more slowly with partial reinforcement, but the response is less likely and slower to fade in the absence of
reinforcement.
There are different partial reinforcement schedules, but you will get the highest steady rate of the response you want if you reward
after an unpredictable number or responses, so that is the best schedule to follow after the initial teaching phase in which you use
continuous reinforcement.
As you train more and more complex behaviors, don't forget to reward all the parts of the behavior, not just the final outcome. IPO
handlers are far too likely to reward just the final completed exercise, and as a result the pieces start to fall apart.
Example: If you are teaching a recall with a front and then a finish, randomly reward the dog for starting to come quickly and for
sitting in front-don't reward just for the finish. If you reward only the end product, the chain that builds up into that product will
start to look sloppy and the dog will perform them less enthusiastically and quickly.
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c. Markers. Markers are verbal or other signals that you teach a dog to help you consistently communicate important concepts
quickly. There are 3 standard markers that many trainers use.
1) A reward marker, such as "yes" or "OK," to tell the dog he has done the right thing and a reward is coming now,
2) A continue on marker, such as "good" or "that's it," to tell the dog he is going in the right direction but isn't yet doing it well
enough to get a reward,
3) A no reward marker, such as "nope," to tell the dog the behavior is incorrect and will never lead to a reward.
All of these should be specific words or signals you have taught your dog. You can also use a fourth marker for those situations
where you can tell what your dog is about to do and you don't want him to do it - a "don't even think about it" marker. This can be
a signal such as the commonly used "uh-uh" or simply reinforcing the desired behavior - you tell your dog "good platz" when you
can tell he's considering getting up. The reward marker is especially important because it serves as a bridge between the dog's
correct behavior and a reward. You can say the marker word a lot more quickly than you can deliver an actual reward, especially
if the dog is at a distance when he performs a correct behavior. By saying the reward marker and then delivering the reward, the
marker becomes first a predictor of a reward and eventually a reward in itself. To teach the association between the marker and
the reward, always say the marker before you begin to move to deliver the reward. If you start to move first the dog will learn to
associate your movement and the reward, instead of the marker and the reward.

A brief word about corrections
While there will be some occasions that you need to correct your dog, you should temper corrections reasonably to preserve the
happy attitude required by the rules. Be careful to correct only for disobedience - not for mistakes or confusion. Correcting
mistakes will create a stressed and depressed attitude. Rather, consider how training might have been inadequate to ensure
correct performance of an exercise. Obviously, a handler must understand when the dog is being disobedient, and when he has
simply made a mistake. Very often we think that a dog is being disobedient when actually we have changed something in the
training environment that has confused the dog. A common example occurs when you introduce the stand in motion and the sit or
down, or both, fall apart. Your dog is not being disobedient - yes he knows the word for sit and down, but you have confused him
by introducing a new variable. Remedial training is in order, not corrections.
Don't nag. If you do correct your dog, the correction should be strong enough to convince the dog not to repeat the behavior. Many
ineffective nagging corrections are harder on the dog than one effective one. But no correction
should rise to the level of being harsh.
When administering a correction, consider the state of the dog's drive. Even dogs that really enjoy
obedience or tracking are generally not in as high a drive in those phases as they are in protection.
Effective corrections in protection may need to be at a higher level than in obedience or tracking.
After corrections, provide the dog with an opportunity for a successful behavior, even if it's a
small one, which you can reward. Every training session should begin and end on a happy note.
With dogs who have already been over-corrected and who have a bad attitude toward training, it
may be useful to reward the dog immediately after corrections for a while (without the dog being
required to do something you want). This teaches the dog that corrections are good and result in
rewards and may repair the attitude of a dog that has been over-corrected.
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The IPO Exercises (Under Development)
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